CBE in the News:
- Faculty Senate pays tribute to Jon Olson

Department Events:
- AIChE Delaware Alumni Reception
  Monday, November 17, 2014
  7:00 pm - 9:00 pm at Hilton Atlanta Hotel
  Crystal Ballroom C/C
  Atlanta, GA

Other Department Seminars/Events:
- Physics Colloquium Seminar
  Dr. Ziqiang Qiu
  Wednesday, November 12, 2014
  4:00 pm in 104 Gore Hall
  "Element-specific study of magnetic nanostructures using soft x-rays"
- Students for the Environment, the Bring Your Own Bag Campaign, and environmental groups across campus will be hosting a documentary about plastic use in the modern age.
  Thursday, November 13, 2014
  7:00 pm in Kirkbride 006

Here is a description of the documentary: Try going a day without plastic. Plastic is everywhere and infiltrates our lives in unimaginable and frightening ways. In this touching and often flat-out-funny film, we follow "everyman" Jeb Berrier, who is admittedly not a tree hugger, as he embarks on a global tour to unravel the complexities of our plastic world. What starts as a film about plastic bags evolves into a wholesale investigation into plastic and its effect on our waterways, oceans, and even our own bodies. We see how our crazy-for-plastic world has finally caught up to us and what we can do about it. Today. Right now.

If you are interested in learning more, consider attending this enriching event or visiting: http://bringyourownbag.us/. Thank you very much!
- POSE Seminar
  Dr. Pablo Huq, UD
  Friday, November 14, 2014
  10:30 am in Robinson Hall, Room 206 / Cannon Lab, Room 202
  "Turbulent transport in density stratified atmospheric and oceanic flows"
- AIChE: Rice University Reception
  Sunday, November 16, 2014
  8:00 pm - 10:00 pm at Hilton Atlanta Hotel
  Crystal Ballroom
  Atlanta, GA
- AIChE: University of California, Riverside Reception
  Monday, November 17, 2014
  8:00 pm - 10:00 pm at Hilton Atlanta Hotel
  Room 203
  Atlanta, GA
- AIChE: Texas Tech University Reception
  Tuesday, November 18, 2014
  7:00 pm - 9:00 pm at Hilton Atlanta Hotel
  Room 313/314
  Atlanta, GA
Jobs/Recruiting:

- Cain Department of Chemical Engineering at LSU

Available positions can be found on the Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering opportunity website ([http://www.che.udel.edu/biz/OppIndex.html](http://www.che.udel.edu/biz/OppIndex.html)), so be sure to check it regularly.